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Abstract

In a companion paper we showed that the performance
of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at collision energy
is limited by the field quality of the interaction region
quadruples and dipoles. In this situation, the dynamic
aperture can be increased through local multipole correc-
tors. Since the Matron phase advance is well defined for
magnets that are located in regions of large beta functions,
local corrections can be very effective and robust. We com-
pare possible compensation schemes and propose a correc-
tor layout to meet the required dynamic aperture perfor-
mance.

1 INTRODUCTION

In the LHC the field errors of the FNAL and KEK hiplet
quadruples are a Ieadhg source of the dynamic aperture
reduction at collision [1]. Local interaction region correc-
tors are thus proposed to reach the LHC target dynamic
aperture of 12 times the transverse rms beam size (12a3v).

During the past two years of magnet proto-type manu-
facturing, testing, and field quality analysis of the US-LHC
magnets, there has been several iterations of the magnet
design that leads to improvement of the field quality. Ac-
cordingly, there has been several iterations of the proposed
compensation schemes for the IR region [2, 3]. First, body-
end compensation of the systematic bi3is not planned due
to the reduced b6 in the lead end and the uncertainty in b6
measurement. Then, magnetic tuning shims are no longer
planned due to the reduction of the random bs and bq er-
rors and mechanical complications associated with shim-
ming. Finally, the corrector layout and strength require-
ments are modified after CERN’Sdecision have the Q1 and
Q3 quadruples built by KIX and to have the Q2A and
Q2B quadruples built by FNAL.

Fig. 1 shows the tentative location of the proposed cor-
rectors assumed for this study. We choose the corrector
strenght such that the action angle kick accross the interac-
tion region is minimized [4]. For this, two correctors per
order and interaction region are needed. An accurate mea-
surement of the multipole errors in the quadruples is nec-
essary. A local correction scheme like this does not prevent
the implementation of global correction schemes proposed
in references [5, 6] in the future. During the workshop, it
became clear that as the systematic blo in the body of KEK-
built quadruples is further reduced, it is neither necessary
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Figure 1: Tentative layout of the LHC inner triplet region
assumed for the study of this paper.

nor desirable to plan for any blo correctors. On the other
hand, due to strength requirements for the bG correction,
fewer layers of correction elements should be designed in
the corrector package that contains the b6 element. Fig. 2
shows the final proposed layout from the workshop [7_j.

In Sec. 2 the correction algorithm is presented in short.
In the following section the effectiveness of, four cor-
recion schemes is evaluated with element-by-element par-
ticle tracking over 1,000 turns. Only IP1 and IP5 are cor-
rected in these studies.
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Figure 2: Final proposed layout of the LHC inner triplet
region from this Workshop.

2 IR.COMPENSATION SCHEMES

The error compensation is based on the minimization of
action-angle kicks [4] produced by each multipole error bn
(or a.) over a pair of inner triplets. Using two correction
elements of each mul~_m&_J we.
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minimize the sum

I
dlczBocn + (-)” J dlCzBocn, z = X, y (1)

L R

taking advantage of the negligible betatron phase advance
within each rnplet and D1, and approximate the phase ad-
vance between the triplets by 180°. The integral is over
the entire Iefi-hand-side (L) or right-hand-side (R) MQX
rnplet and D1. In dipoles BO is simply the main field, in
quadruples it is the field at the reference radius &ef. In
general, the weights C’, in Eq. 1 are chosen according to
the mukipoles as:

Table 1: Interaction region correction schemes. Only the
non-linear corrwtors are shown.

MCX1 MCX2 MCX3 remark
scheme 1 2 layers 3 layers 2 layers

b4, b5 aa, a4, a6 b3, b6
scheme 2 3 layers 3 layers 2 layer3

b3, b5, b6 aa, a4, atj b.4,as
scheme 3 2 layers 3 layers 2 layers scheme 1

b4, b5 as, a4, a6 b3, be + blo
scheme 4 3 layers 3 layers 2 layers scheme 2

ba, bs, bs as, a4, as b4, as + blo

even bn odd b“ even an odd an

c. BY , ,~::,),, d“-1)’2#2 /d”-1)’2#2
q G‘2 A’ by py’p$”-’)f’ /#2

The compensation is equally effective for both intersecting
beams, since the optics of the interaction region is anti-
symmetric. However, it does not take into account the
closed-orbit deviation due to the crossing angle, and the
fact that the crossing planes are respectively vertical and
horizontal in the two high luminosity interaction points. On
the other hand, the effect of this closed orbit feeddown is
partiaIly compensated by the feeddown fkom the correctors.

3 CORRECTION SCHEME
COMPARISON

There are three corrector packages (MCX1, MCX2,
MCX3) in each triplet (see Fig. 1 and Fig. 2). Each MCX1
and MCX3 contains two dipole layers, and each MCX2
contains a skew quadruple layer. A straightfonvard ap-
proach (scheme 1, see Tab. 1) is to have 3 additional layers
of nonlinear skew multiples (as, aA, a~) for MCX2, and
two additional layers of nonlinear multiples for MCX1
and MCX3. These layers could be a combination of any
of b3, b4, bs and b6 layers. For each muh.ipole, two correc-
tion elements, located symmetrically at both sides of the
IP, can be activated to minimize the kick in both the z and
y directions (compare Eq. 1). Due to the lattice symmetry
both beams are corrected.

Scheme 1 increases the dynamic aperture by 38% in the
unmixed and 2870 in the mixed case. Wdh an additional as
corrector (scheme 2) the improvement is 42% and 32% re-
spectively. A fiuther improvement can be achieved using a
blo corrector, as shown in Tab. 2. However, a blo corrector
is difficult to built is not needed with the KEK multipole
error table version 3.0 [1].

Fig, 3 depicts the effect of correction scheme 4 on the
tune space. ‘l’he tune spread of particles with transverse
amplitudes up to 6 times the rms beam size is rakxxl from
more than 4 x 10-3 to about 7 x 10-4.

We also investigated the effect of misalignment of the
corrector layers. WMI an rms misalignment of 0.5mm in

Table 2: Comparison of local Et corrector effectiveness as-
suming that the interaction region quadruple errors are
measured to a 570 rms accuracy. The dynamic aperture
(DA) is given in units of U*Y. The physical aperture of
60 mm corresponds to about 141J.V.

case DA mean DA rms DA min
UNMIXED:
no correction 8.5 1.4 7
scheme 1 11.8 2.4 8
scheme 2 12.1 2.2 9
scheme 3 15.4 1.8 12
scheme 4 15.9 1.7 13
MIXED:
no correction 10,0 1.5 8
scheme 1 12.8 1.1 10
scheme 2 13.2 1.3 11
scheme 3 16.1 1.8 13
scheme 4 17.6 1.6 14

the horizontal and vertical planes we find no degradation
of the dynamic aperture(see Tab. 3).

Table 3: Effect of corrector displacement. The dynamic
aperture (DA) is given in units of U=V.

case DA mean DA rrns DA min
MIXED scheme 4 17.6 1.6 14
MCX1-3 diS@lCf2d 17.8 1.3 15

with 0.5 mm rms

The required strength of the multipole correctors can be
provided by 50cm long spool pieces wound using the LHC
sextupole corrector wire and operating at less than 5070
margin at 600A [8]. At IP2, the Ill correctors are also de-
signed to reduce the effect of the D 1 errors during low-~
heavy ion operations [9]. We computed the maximum cor-
rector strength order by order out of a distribution of 80 val-
ues (systematic multipole error with positive and negative
sign x 10 random error seeds x 2 interaction regions x 2
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Time-Resolved Infrared Spectroscopy on the U121R Beamline at the NSLS
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Abstract

A facility for performing time-resolved infrared spectroscopy has been developed at the NSLS,
primarily at beamline U121R. The pulsed Ill light from the synchrotrons is used to perform pump-
probe spectroscopy. We present here a description of the facility and results for the relaxation of
photoexcitations in both a semiconductor and superconductor.

Keywords: time-resolved spectroscopy, synchrotrons radiation, infrared spectroscopy

INTRODUCTION

Synchrotrons radiation has been used as an infrared light source for more than 10 years. The advantages
over traditional thermal sources, such as higher brightness and more far infrared power, are well known] ’z.
The pulsed nature of synchrotrons radiation is another advantage over a thermal source. When combined
with a suitable pump source, synchrotrons radiation may be used to perform subnanosecond pump-probe
spectroscopy.

The U121R beamline of the National Synchrotrons Light Source (NSLS) at Brookhaven National Lab
(BNL) was recently completed and commissioned. Its key purposes are for time-resolved and far infrared
spectroscopes. In conjunction with a mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser as a pump, the beamline is capable of
performing time-resolved spectroscopy over a frequency range from 2-10,000 cm-].

EXPERIMENT

The experiments described here were conducted on the U121R beamline of the National Synchrotrons
Light Source (NSLS) VW ring at Brookhaven National Laboratory. This bean-dine has two end stations
which can be used for infrared (IR) spectroscopy. One is a commercial Bruker IFS 113V spectrometer,
suitable for the spectral range from 20 cm-* to 10,000 cm-]. The other is a lamellar grating interferometer
that spans the 2-100 cm-] spectral range4.

The time-resolved experiments make use of a pulsed laser synchronized with the R pulses from the
synchrotrons storage ring (the NSLS VW ring) to perform pump-probe spectroscopy. The pump-probe
technique uses a short pulse of light (the pump pulse) to excite a specimen. Then, at an arbitrary but
selectable time later, a second light pulse (the probe) senses the specimen’s spectral properties at an instant
of time during the relaxation process. To generate a full decay measurement, spectra are collected over a
range of relative times between the pump and probe pulses.

In our experiments, a mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser serves as the pump while the synchrotrons infrared
is used for the spectroscopic probe. Depending on the operating conditions for the storage ring, synchrotrons
pulses are produced at pulse repetition frequencies (PRFs) of 5.88MHz, 17.6MHz or 52.9MHz and with
durations ranging from 0.2ns to 2ns. The laser is a custom Mira 900P from Coherent Inc. Laser Group,
producing -2ps duration pulses at a PRF of 105.8 MHz, twice that of the VW ring. In order to reduce the
laser PRF to match the maximum for the synchrotrons, an electro-optic “pulse-picker” is used to deflect every



other pulse. The rejected pulses are optically delayed and then re-injected into the beam path next to the
following pulse. This allows most of the power that would be lost in the rejected pulses to be recovered.
When needed, a subsequent pulse picker is used to match the laser PRF to the two other available PRFs for
the synchrotrons. The maximum measurable decay time (without gating the spectrometer’s detector) is
determined by the time between two successive pump pulses, which is 170 ns when the system is operated at
5.88MHz. Lastly, the time resolution is determined by the cross-correlation between the pump and probe
pulses, which is limited by the minimum synchrotrons pulse duration to -200ps.

Laser pulses are maintained at a selectable time relative to the synchrotrons pulses using a standard
“Synchro-Lock” electronics package provided by Coherent. Under software control, the user can select any
desirable pump-to-probe delay time. There is also a provision for modulating (f- 100Hz) the laser arrival
time by nearly ins, making “dithered” measurements possible. In this case lock-in detection can be
employed and the signal is the response time derivative. This is well-suited to a step scan interferometer
such as the lamellar grating spectrometer. Derivative spectra are taken at a range of arrival times and then
integrated to give the time dependent response of the sample to the pump pulse. Spectrally averaged
measurements may also be conducted on the lamellar by keeping the grating at a fixed position (typically at
zero path difference) and making derivative measurements in the same fashion as above. Such
measurements are routinely performed prior to collecting full spectra in order to survey signal levels and
gauge the overall relaxation time.

The Bruker 113V is a rapid scan instrument where the interferometnc modulation can extend from a
few Hz to 10s of kHz, making it incompatible with the dithered technique as used with the lamellar. Instead,
with the rapid scan interferometer, complete spectra are collected at two different pump pulse arrival times.
In order to reduce the effects of long term drifts and changes in number of stored electrons in the
synchrotrons, a series of interleaved spectra with the two delay times are taken, then separated and averaged.

TIME-RESOLVED MEASUREMENTS OF MCT

As a test of the experiment setup, a sample consisting of a HgXCdl.XTe (MCT) epilayer on a Cd(Zn)Te
substrate was measured using both the lamellar and Bruker 113v. The MCT epilayer composition places the
band gap near 0.37eV, corresponding to the energy of -3000 cm-] photons. When electrons are promoted
from the valence band to the conduction band, there is an increase in far IR absorption from mobile charge
carriers (intraband transitions). There is also a corresponding decrease in absorption very near the gap
frequency due to a reduction in both filled valence band states and empty conduction band states (interband
transitions).

Given the laser power, spot size and repetition rate, a calculation can be made of the expected number
of carriers generated by each pump pulse. The laser has a repetition rate of 53 MHz, with an average output
power of 300 mW at the sample when operated at 800 nm wavelength. This leads to approximately

2.3x1010 photons per laser pulse. Most of this falls into a 0.5 cm diameter spot, reasonably well-matched to
the sample aperture. Thus, the photon fluence is approximately 1011 cm-2.Taking reflectance losses at the
surface into account (a factor of 2), the induced electron density immediately after a laser pulse is -

5X101° cm-2.

Because the synchrotrons light spans a wide spectral range, the probe pulses can also excite carriers.
This would lead to a “DC shift” in the measured time dependent response of the sample, since the
synchrotrons pulse is always coincident with itself. This effect may be estimated by calculating the incident
power on the sample above the bandgap of the MCT (- 3000 cm-l). The lamellar grating instrument uses
brass waveguide and thick polyethylene windows that sharply reduce the intensity of the light above a few
hundred wavenumbers, effectively eliminating the problem. For the mid IR measurements, the average
power below the cutoff of the spectrometer’s Ge:KBr beamsplitter (7000 cm-’) and above the MCT gap
(3000 cm-]) is about 20 mW at an average beam current of 600 mA. This level is fimther reduced by
reflection losses at windows and the beam splitter, leading to an estimate of 10 mW for synchrotrons power
available for carrier generation. This is less than 5Yoof the laser power, and more or less negligible in this
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experiment. Since our experiments involve derivative measurements, we are actually insensitive to DC
@ shifts of this nature.
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FkMM. F~ IR time-resolved Photoinduced absorption of the MCT film at 5 K. The solid line is a fit based
on a Drude model with a single type of carrier.

Time resolved spectroscopy measurements were conducted on the MCT sample using the Iarnellar
grating and Brnker 113v spectrometers. For the measurements using the lamellar grating, differential
spectra taken by modulating the arrival time of the pump pulse were collected and then integrated. The
integrated responses were then divided by the unexcited transmission to give the photoinduced absorption

spectrum -ATfl as a function of time. Figure 1 shows time-resolved spectra in the far IR region for the
MCT sample at T = 5 K. The data are well described by a Drude model with fixed scattering rate, which is
interpreted as a single type of carrier being responsible for the observed change in transmission. The
scattering rate in the fits is 17 cm-], consistent with the mobility of electrons in MCT. Thus the
photogenerated response is attributed exclusively to electrons. This is the expected result, since the holes
carry much less oscillator strength due to their larger effective mass. The film thickness is approximately 15

~m, an order of magnitude larger than the penetration depth of the laser light (- 1 pm). For this analysis,
the carriers were assumed to have a uniform distribution throughout the film. It is noted that at the long
wavelengths used here, the far IR probe is sensitive only to the sheet resistance of the carriers and the
meaningful quantity extracted is the number of carriers per unit area. The oscillator strengths from the



Drude analysis of the transmission data are fit with a convolution of the probe pulse with a biexponential
decay. A plot of the oscillator strengths with the fit is shown in Figure 2. The fit yields a maximum
oscillator strength (proportional to the carrier density) of 890 cm-z immediately following the pump pulse.

Assuming an effective mass m~.07 m,, the carrier density is 2.6 xlOIO cm-3,in reasonable agreement with
the predi;ted value of 5 X 10]0 cm-z.
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Fitzure2. Oscillator strengths from the Drude model tits to the far IR photoinduced absorption. The line is a
tit based on a convolution of a Gaussian probe pulse with a biexponential decay.

Measurements in the mid-infrared range were carried out on the Bruker 113v. The resulting spectra,
shown in Figure 3, reveal photoinduced bleaching near the gap edge. This is attributed to a reduction in
available states for absorption as some of the electrons are promoted from the valence band to the
conduction band. The sum rule for oscillator strengths states that an increase in oscillator strength in one
spectral range must be compensated by an equal reduction in oscillator strength elsewhere. To compare the
oscillator strength in the far and mid infrared measurements, we integrate the photoinduced absorption over
frequency at each delay for the two ranges. These integrals are plotted in Figure 4. The plot shows that the
sum rule is semiquantitatively satisfied, with the oscillator strength gained in the far IR region being
removed from the gap edge. The local laser intensity was not accurately measured in each case, leading to
the possibility of substantial error bars in the overall magnitude. The time dependence of the excitations is
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not in good agreement. We speculate that this may be due to processes occurring above the gap which are
v not observable in the mid infrared transmission measurement.
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TIME-RESOLVED MEASUREMENTS OF SUPERCONDUCTING Pb FILMS

Time-resolved measurements twere also conducted on superconducting Pb films. Paired electrons can
be broken by incident photons of sufficient energy. This results in an excess density of unpaired
“quasiparticle” excitations. As shown by Owen and .Scalapino5, excess quasiparticles reduce the
superconducting gap. Far IR transmission experiments are sensitive to this gap change and can be used to
follow the superconducting state as the quasiparticles recombine into Cooper pairs.

Thin films of lead were grown in situ on a sapphire substrate in a He-tran cryostat used for the optical
measurements. The substrate was clamped to the cold finger with iridium foil gaskets to insure high thermal
conductivity. The Pb was evaporated from a tungsten basket heater onto the substrate held at T = 80 K.
Based on previous experiments with a si~lar technique, film thicknesses were estimated to be
approximately 100 angstroms. The film thickness was not measured because the apparatus has no in situ



thickness monitor and the films did not survive being warmed to room temperature; thus, external
measurements were also not possible.
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Fimre 4. Integrated photoinduced absorption for the MCT film in the far and mid infrared regions.

In the time-resolved measurements reported here, the lamellar interferometer was fixed at zero path
difference (ZPD) and the laser delay was dithered. The detector signal then is the spectrally averaged
differential transmission, as described above. A typical dither amplitude was between 200 and 600 ps. The
laser power was kept low (- 20mW or less) to limit sample heating and maintain a linear response. Since
the transmission of the sample is temperature dependent below Tc, the average signal at the detector maybe
used as a thermometer to determine the amount of sample heating. The temperature rise for a film with a
10% transmission in the normal state was 0.15 K at 3.5K.

The differential (dithered) photoinduced signal was acquired at pump-to-probe delay values spanning
the entire 18.9ns time interval between pulses, and then integrated to give the time-dependent response.
Figure 5 shows a plot of the integrated response of a 10% transmitting Pb film for temperatures between
3.75 K and 6 K. The results indicate a two component decay, similar to that observed by Johnson in
transient electrical current experiments on Nb filmsb. The magnitude of the slow component is constant
with temperature. The slow decay shows little or no curvature over the 18.9 ns between pulses, suggesting a
lifetime longer than 18.9 ns. The fast response increases with reduced temperature and is too fast to be
resolved by the particular synchrotrons probe pulses used for this measurement.
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A second experiment on a film with a 30% transmission in the normal state was performed using
b

shorter synchrotrons probe pulses. Figure 6 shows the results of the integrated response of this film. The
shorter bunches allow the resolution of the decay at 3.75 K yielding a lifetime of 200 ps.
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Fi$zure 5. Frequency averaged change in transmission for a Pb film with a 10’% transmission in the no~al
state. The tits give a pulse width of-500 ps, which is too wide to resolve the fast decay.

SUMMARY

These experiments demonstrate the capabilities of the U121R bearnline for use in measuring time-
resolved spectra in the far and mid infrared regions. The pump-probe method is effective with both step

scan and rapid scan instruments, covering a range from 2 cm-’ to 10,000 cm-] with a maximum time
resolution of 200 ps. The investigations of quasiparticle recombination in Pb films resulted in the direct
measurement of the quasiparticle lifetime. The time-resolved, frequency averaged response showed a two
component decay similar to that reported in transient electrical measurements of Nb films. The fast
response varied strongly with temperature and was ascribed to the recombination of excess quasiparticles.
The slow response was nearly constant over the range of temperatures measured and was ascribed to sample
heating. A maximum time resolution to date was achieved with probe pulse widths of -300 ps.
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Fimre 6. Time-resolved change in frequency averaged transmission for a Pb film at 3.75 K. The film has a
30% transmission in the normal state. This measurement was taken with a short bunch synchrotrons lattice
yielding a pulse width of 270 ns. The fit gives a recombination time of 200 ps.

In sum, the U121R beamline has proved to be a useful tool for sample characterization and the
investigation of some of the fundamental phenomena of solid-state physics. The broad frequency and time
scale ranges allow the study of a host of systems. Current experiments are limited to temperatures above 3
K and sample heating by the laser has proved to be a concern in some instances. The addition of an
immersion cryostat, presently being commissioned, will allow lower temperatures and higher fluences while
at the same time reducing sample heating effects.
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